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phrase by phrase^ with alternate inhaling and exhaling of
breath, he utters the creed of the unity, thus concluding
the zarb, or division (strophe). This may be repeated hun-
dreds of times.1
According to the form given by the same writer for the
vocal zibr, the worshipper, sitting, but varying his exact post-
ure from time to time, shouts with increasing voice and
with changes of voice-production the several phrases of
the creed. This zarb is repeated one thousand and one
times. The zikr-el-had'ra, or zikr of the congregation, is to
be said by a number of dervishes in concert after a leader or
preceptor. It is usually conducted on Thursday evening
(the eve of the sacred day) at the dervish house.2 Accord-
ing to the order to which they belong, the participants squat
on their heels, stand on their feet, or begin sitting and later
change to standing. The chanting is accompanied by the
bending of the body in different directions. Sometimes the
zikr takes the form of a rude dance, to execute which the
worshippers form a circle or a row, holding each other's
hands, advancing and retreating in unison, and stamp-
ing with the feet. Beginning slowly to repeat the divine
name with clear enunciation and solemn dignity, they
gradually work themselves up into such a state of excite-
ment that the rapidly uttered words become mere sounds
without meaning. The swaying body keeps pace with the
tongue. Physical exhaustion naturally follows this furious
exercise of lungs and limbs. But sometimes with the Refa'-
'fyeh (called the howling dervishes on account of the shrieks
they emit during the performance), before the collapse
comes, the frenzy induced by the zikr leads them into hor-
rible demonstrations of their boasted immunity from the
burning of fire, such as licking red-hot irons, biting them
and cooling them in the mouth. There is no doubt that
the will of the dervish is often weakened and his intellect
deadened, not only by the mechanical repetitions but by
1 See E. Soil (op. cit.)t pp. 112-115.
a At Damascus the Mowlawfych, who devote Thursdays to the whirl-
ing function, have somi-weekly ssikrs on Mondays and Fridays. In
some orders at Constantinople they are even more frequent.

